Travel Web Portal Translation: Region Branding in Context of Globalization
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Abstract—The paper provides an analysis of the translation of the text content of the travel web portal of Volgograd and the Volgograd region from Russian into English and German from the perspective of globalization and promotion of the region brand. The paper focuses on the principles of functionally equivalent translation aimed at linguo-cultural and pragmatic adaptation of source tourist texts for the global recipient. It has been demonstrated that translator must have a comprehensive strategy to make a globalized version of the travel web portal, that is: to preserve the optimal amount of general information, to eliminate information irrelevant for the global recipient, and, if appropriate, to add more detailed or explanatory information. Adequate translation of text content of multilingual travel web sites promotes Russian tourism and development of regional branding. The results obtained can be applicable in translation training programmes aimed at translation competence development, working out the ability to use language skills effectively and stimulation of critical pragmatic thinking while creating or translating travel texts addressed to a global recipient. The illustrative text material with the explanation of the chosen translation strategies can be used in practical translation exercises.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the globalization growing in the world is giving a rapid rise in the gradual development of travel industry. Mass character of tourism is greatly determined by a great number of TV-programmes about tourism and travelling in native and foreign cities and countries and ever-growing travel blogosphere, which gives an opportunity to express a tourist’s opinion about travel destinations s/he has visited or dream to see and to share personal experience and expectations with other participants of the travel discourse. Tourism is becoming a necessary and sought-after constituent of a modern society. V.A. Mityagina confirms that tourism as a phenomenon of civilization being a mass form of travelling arrangement meets the needs of a person related to the diversification of possibilities and competencies and proves the dynamic character of social and cultural evolution, more spare time, change in value orientation and higher quality of living [1]. E.Yu. Novikova notes that tourism makes an impact on strengthening of interpersonal and intercultural interaction and expands the boundaries of experience and knowledge [2]. Tourism is to be viewed as one of the ways to fulfill the social activity of a person whose wish and need to enrich his / her own cultural and cross-cultural experience is greatly stimulated today by the active attention of the modern mass media to tourism as a fascinating and useful type of rest / entertainment / time spending [3]. Therefore, the travel sphere is not only an important factor of economic development but also a wide field for a person’s self-development and fulfillment of individual ambitions. People want to try something new, acquire interesting knowledge and gain a more extensive experience. Traveling gives ample opportunities to bring these ambitions into life. With these tendencies, the popularity of international tourism has grown significantly. S.A. Korolkova and A.P. Naumova note that “more and more people strive to go abroad to visit various places of interest and other countries. The desire to see new places and gain new emotions disseminated by the global mass media favoring the increase in mobility of people in the world” [4]. International tourism is one of the largest and dynamically developing sectors of modern industry which according to V.A. Mityagina has without doubt become “one of the displays of ethnic societies’ readiness not only for a dialogue and integration but also for globalization as the travel activity gives opportunities for approval of co-existence of cultures in their individual practices” [5]. The global character of tourist practices and Internet communication determines the search of integration mechanisms to carry out the English-
language travel web communication in the globalization context [6]. The research conducted by E.Yu. Novikova reveals the fact that globalization, on the one hand, promotes the unification of global communication in whole and cultural tourism in particular and, on the other hand, promotes strengthening of local identity of regions, remembrance and heritage [7]. All these factors result in the necessity to perform intercultural communication in intercultural tourism industry, what, in its turn, as N.V. Filatova suggests, “has become a motive to create advertising and information and reference texts assisting this activity” and “could not fail to attract the attention of scholars and experts in advertising” [8].

A positive image of a foreign city / region and implementation of successful marketing strategies to make this city / region attractive for potential tourists depend on efficient communication within intercultural travel discourse. Travel discourse has a multiple character and performs various functions. It suggests multi-sided research paradigms with a diverse genre peculiarity considering the role played by tourism in the modern society. Different tourism aspects are presented in numerous papers by modern authors. The tourism-language analysis is presented in G. Dann’s papers [9]. Language as a part of tourist discourse is analyzed in the works conducted by M. Răzusovă [10]. The peculiarities of cultural tourism are shown in the papers of E. Bruner [11]. T. Edensor explains the concept of tourist activity as a performance and studies tourist space and practice [12]. History and culture, traditions and cuisine, landscape and natural resources are under scholars’ attention. The interest focus of linguists conducting their research of travel discourse has recently started shifting to the analyses of image texts and texts aimed at territorial (place) branding because the proper linguistic assistance of branding is an important component promoting positive character of regions and attracting more tourists into these regions. The scholars note that creation of branding texts in the tourism sector is a complicated task; taking into account the importance of such texts, the scholars point out the following components in the marketing pragmatics:

- attraction of the tourist flow and increase in the revenues of the treasury of a city / region;
- attraction of regional and foreign investors and increase in the inflow of investments;
- increasing influence of the city in the country and abroad;
- establishing partner contacts with private companies / private entities / other cities, etc. [13].

T.Yu. Makhortova argues that a marketing approach to branding being, though, a dominating one, cannot be efficient without linguistic research methods, because the verbal component plays a key role in creation a tourist-attractive image of a country / region / city [14].

As A. Jansson writes “technologies for information gathering, storing and dissemination are involved throughout most tourist trips. They influence perceptions of place, distance, sociality, authenticity, and other pre-understandings that frame tourism”. A. Jansson argues that “in tourism, as in many other areas of society, spaces and places are constituted in accordance with the communication they are supposed to enable” [15]. Travel web resources, undoubtedly, can be considered as the most convenient information medium during planning and organization of a tourist trip to any city, especially a foreign one. The rise of interest to a region and increase in the tourist flow, and consequently, additional investment into the travel sector depend directly on how a city is represented in information tourist web resources, and which sights of tourist importance are offered to a potential tourist [3]. Travel portals are information sources which are the most popular among tourists planning their travelling to a certain region. Such portals are located in the Internet and information content and accessibility is their main advantage. A travel web portal of a city creates a special social and cultural space and combines the features and elements of different institutional discourses: media, virtual, administrative, travel, marketing, cultural, etc. That is, it is a powerful tool attracting a wide range of potential consumers and forming an image of a globally oriented city, so-called “glocal” city and region (place) branding in whole [7].

The sphere of place branding engages many practitioners all over the world who are tasked with improving the images of countries, cities, and regions for different kinds of audiences such as tourists, citizens, investors, governments, and the media.

Place image is derived from a location’s geography, history, art, music, famous citizens, and other features [16]. Basically, today it seems that governments (countries), municipalities (cities), and councils (regions) everywhere are racing to attain a competitive edge over their competitors [17]. If in the past, a country’s, city’s, or region’s main assets were the products created in its environs, nowadays the assets are country, city, or region itself. Accordingly, governments, municipalities, and regional councils invest great effort in creating a real, competitive advantage over other countries, cities, and regions [18], promoting their superiority in terms of tourism and location [19].

In addition to countries branding themselves, cities and regions all over the globe have also opted to undertake the process. Cities such as Glasgow [20], Manchester [21], London [22,23], Denver [24], Beijing [25], Amsterdam [26], Montreal [27] and many more have already completed the design of their new look and successfully reinforced their positive image in the minds of millions of foreign tourists.

While in the past, the process characterized only developed countries, today, many emerging as well as developing countries allocate significant budgets in order to create more positive and attractive images [17].

Despite the surge in interests in the academic research on-site, branding still remains complicated and somewhat confused construct [28]. The purpose of this paper is to suggest a translation strategy of the travel web portal so as to provide translators with the most correct and applicable region branding strategy. This approach is based on the idea that translation of a travel web portal should be done from the perspective of visitors and tourists, i.e. from the perspective of the “outsiders’ culture” or the global recipient.

II. METHODOLOGY

A travel web portal is one of the important elements of promoting travel potential of a region and a means of creating culturally important social and communicative contexts accumulating from short to detailed and clear information about the most interesting attractions [29]. In addition to rising attention to the attractions of a region among the native population as one of the ways to fulfill the tasks of branding, a quite important and necessary step in a branding programme is to create and promote a tourist attractive image of a region for foreign tourists. In this context, a branding programme needs
various advertising informative products providing awareness about the most significant travel destinations of a region abroad, and therefore, an active assistance and participation of linguists and translators engaged in the creation of travel texts. A lot of travel web portals have a multilingual version to attract a bigger number of potential foreign tourists. Therefore, the analysis of quality of translation of image texts in the tourism sphere and revealing efficient translation technologies is a priority task of modern linguists aimed at creation of a favorable image of a region.

In this context, it is necessary to analyze the principles of creating a globalized version of a travel web portal addressed to a recipient speaking foreign language. In this paper, the globalization of a content of a web portal is considered on the basis of the texts presented in the travel web portal of Volgograd and the Volgograd region translated from Russian into English and German. The presented multilingual web portal of Volgograd and the Volgograd region “The Volgograd region – territory for travel” (http://volga-land.volsu.ru) is the practical result of the research project “Regional tourism as a factor of discourse and translation technology formation: nominative and communicative-pragmatic conventions of text as a branding tool” conducted within the framework of the regional contest “The Volga Lands in the Culture and History of Russia”.

During the creation process of a globalized travel hypertext, not only the pragmatic features influencing the translation process should be considered, but the translation of the texts must also be done in accordance with the principle of transferring “the optimal level of a text completeness” which is defined by E.V. Beloglazova as semantics fair for unambiguous revealing of cognitive models which lay as the basis for the proper interpretation of a text” [30].

The problem to save the adequate volume of the information to fulfill the communicative goals of the participants, despite linguo-cultural and individual differences of the addressees, can be solved by using micro rules, in particular, elimination and generalization allowing revealing the global sense of an episode from the meaning of its sentences [31]. Omission assumes the deletion of propositions which are irrelevant for the global meaning of a text; generalization assumes consolidation of a range of propositions.

Translation of the texts presented in the travel web portal from Russian into English and German assumes significant differences on the extra- and intra-textual levels to achieve the maximum conformity with the expectations of potential recipients. It means that the affinity to the source text can become a tragic mistake during the translation process. Thus, to achieve the functional and pragmatic adequacy it is more important to save the text esthetics from the perspective of the target culture but not the source text.

III. RESULTS

Now, let us analyze the examples of globalization of the text content of the tourist web portal of Volgograd and the Volgograd region in accordance with the above-mentioned principles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source text</th>
<th>Translation into English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Небольшое горько-соленое озеро Булухта, что с калийного языка можно перевести как «родничковое».</td>
<td>Small bitter salty lake Bulukhta is situated in Pallasovsky district of the Volgograd region between the Volga river and lake Elton.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The location of lake Bulukhta is the key information of the passage. However, its location is described in relation to the other, supposedly known to the Russian recipient, geographic object – lake Elton (literally translated: a few tens of kilometers west of lake Elton). Such description seems to be irrelevant for the global recipient. Thus, the reduction of the description of the lake’s location is quite reasonable. The information omitted in the translation is compensated by the description of the lake’s location in relation to a “larger” geographic object in Pallasovsky district of the Volgograd region. The information about the etymology of the lake’s name is also eliminated as it is not very informative for the global recipient (literally translated: which can be translated from Kalmyk as spring).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source text</th>
<th>Translation into English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Гости праздника имеют возможность погрузиться в водоворот событий противоречивого и жестокого столетия, увидеть Ивана Грозного, Лжедмитрия II, государственных стервятников, воинских казаков и европейских наемников.</td>
<td>Guests of the festival have an opportunity to plunge into the atmosphere of the 16th century, a controversial and cruel period of Russia’s history, and meet famous historical personalities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The passage above narrates about the “Kazachya Zastava” International Festival of Military Historical Reconstruction in the Danilovsky district of the Volgograd region. The description of the historical period reconstructed during the festival is aimed at “insiders” and may result in cognitive dissonance for the “outsiders” (literally translated: contradictory and cruel century). Thus, it seems quite obvious to add the 16th century in the translation along with the description of the century. Besides, the passage has information about historical personalities also unknown for the global recipient (literally translated: Ivan the Terrible, False Dmitry II, Monarch’s streety, free Cossacks, and European mercenaries) which is generalized to famous historical personalities in the translation. Thus, the translator uses cultural and pragmatic adaptation of the key information and eliminates irrelevant information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source text</th>
<th>Translation into English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>«арбузные обжорки» – прототипы старинных арбузных лавок, где можно «съесть арбуз от пузу», столько, сколько влезет, но на скорость – то больше!</td>
<td>During the festival, the town is full of watermelon small shops where guests can try watermelons and take part in watermelon speed eating.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The passage is full of cultural and historical information. The text of translation has diminished in size as compared to the original text due to the cultural adaptation of the key information and elimination of the irrelevant information which is redundant from the point of view of the “outsiders’ culture”. Though idiom (Eat a bellyful) has been omitted in the translation as well as the details of the process of eating watermelons (literally translated: to eat rapidly – who eats the most), the translated English text has pragmatic advantage.
The translation of the passage is much more compressed as compared to the original as the translator uses generalization – famous fairytale characters and magic attributes instead of enumerating all the objects – seven-league boots with anti-thief device; magic carpet frizzled by old man Khottabych; magic tablecloth, cap of invisibility, Russian gusli, etc. Such cultural and pragmatic adaptation is quite applicable as most of the magic heroes and attributes are typical only of Russian fairytales, and despite the fact that some of them can exist in the “outsider’ culture”, they can differ in some characteristics. That is why the translation can fail to transfer all the flavor of Russian fairytales. The method of generalization is also used while translating the beginning of the passage B supermarkete Bабы-Яги (literally translated: In Baba Yaga’s supermarket). Instead, the translator uses the full name of the museum – in Park Museum of Russian Fairytale.

It should be noted that in all above mentioned examples, the translated text has diminished in size as compared to the original due to the cultural adaptation of the key information and elimination of the irrelevant or redundant information from the perspective of the “outsiders’ culture”.

When analyzing the text content of the travel web portal translated into German, similar transformations of the original have been discovered.

When translating the passage above the translator uses two different strategies. On the one hand, the translator adds the information missing in the original when translating the history of Tsarsitsyn. Thus, he adds some details about geographical location of modern Volgograd, which is situated between two rivers – the Volga and the Don (Die geographische Lage des heutigen Wolgograd an der Landenge zwischen Wolga und Don). And then the translator gives a short comment about important trade routes passed through the territory of the region in ancient times (schon im Altertum eine wichtige Handelsroute durch diese Gegend führte). Therefore, it appears that translation methods of adding and concretization help the translator to guide the foreigner on the territory of Russia. On the other hand, the translator uses omission of the sentence Первое каменное сооружение возвели в 1664 году (literally translated: First stone building was made in 1664). The fact that the first church was also made of stone has been also eliminated in the translation. Both methods used by the translator illustrate cultural and pragmatic adaptation of the translated text which provides easy and adequate perception of the information by foreign tourists.

Below let us consider an example of the translation of the tourist text from Russian into German which illustrates the translation’s intention to create a more globalized version as compared to the original.

The information translated into German is compressed as compared to the original. The translation does not have information about the concentration of various religions, nationalities and cultures as an advantage of the region, but there is information about churches of other confessions among Orthodox churches. Such translation is adequate as foreign tourists are usually interested in visiting churches and temples, and the information about multiconfessional character of the region is less relevant. The translator also uses the method of concretization when translating nationalities of the people living in the Volgograd region and adds information about the western branch of Gypsy – Sinti. This information can be of interest to European tourists as the traditional territory of Sinti’s residence is Western Europe including German-speaking countries – Germany, Austria, Switzerland.

In this passage, the translator omits one object showing the direction of the route – towards the Planetarium while translating all other objects – from the Fallen Fighters Square to the right along Mira Street, and adds another topographic reference point – underground crossing (Nach einer Unterführung). Such description of the route is more informative from the perspective of a foreign tourist as the Planetarium is not seen from the Fallen Fighters Square. However, additional information about the underground
crossing will help tourists to move forward in the right direction. Besides, the translation contains a transformed description of the library building: the word combination city library is transformed into a more detailed description – ein modernes, kastenförmiges weißes Gebäude: die Gorki-Bibliothek, and the translator adds the information about the location of the library relative to a moving tourist – linkerhand (on the left).

The usage of the translation methods described above is adequate as they help to keep semantic content of the original and give better reference points of the route for a foreign tourist.

IV. CONCLUSION

The examples analyzed illustrate the fact that translators of the travel web portal both from English and German seek to save key information, to eliminate redundant or irrelevant information, and, if appropriate, to add more detailed or explanatory information aimed at foreign tourists.

This, when translating the text content of a travel web portal aimed at the global recipient, the translator should use translation methods compliant with discourse strategies and make cultural and pragmatic adaptation of the source text. Without doubt, adequate translation of text content of travel multilingual web sites promote Russian tourism and development of regional branding. Good knowledge of communicative and pragmatic conventions of creation of branding texts, explicating a city as a travel territory, understanding the logics in usage of theoretical linguistic means and practical application to accomplish the tasks and functions of travel branding texts, is one of the key components in applying an optimal technology in translating texts from Russian into English and German.
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